
Quarterly Issues and Program List

 3Q 2022

Pursuant to the disclosure requirements in 47 C.F. R. 73.3526(11)(i), and during the quarter referenced above, this station 
provided information to its viewers regarding the following significant issues, including:

Crime/Law Enforcement
Consumer Issues
Elections
Community

 Education           
Business

Government (National)   
 Employment                                               

Employment 

Programs

Channel Issue Time Date Duration 
(Seconds)

Title of Program Brief Narrative Description

25.1 Consumer 12:45:00 pm 07/13/22 2:19 DC News Now at Noon Sneak peak of the coolest new features in 
IOS 16 – from copying and pasting in 
videos to customizing your lock screen.

25.1 Crime 10:00:00 pm 07/16/22 30 sec DC News Now News at Ten A person was shot and killed by an off-
duty officer in Washington DC. The 
shooting occurred at The Wharf, a 
popular entertainment area in the district. 

https://nam03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.localdvm.com%2Fwhere-to-find-wdvm&data=02%7C01%7Cjbrebnor%40dcw50.com%7C7191e6310faf41e90df908d859a4a033%7C9e5488e2e83844f6886cc7608242767e%7C0%7C0%7C637357910881172579&sdata=XiVeY1Z5cUSL3Zog%2Fsf4qYdoxHVI4G4Ow4MWF4HJwTg%3D&reserved=0
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Channel Issue Time Date Duration 
(Seconds)

Title of Program Brief Narrative Description

25.1 Law Enforcement 5:03:00 pm 07/20/22 1:15 DC News Now at Five A deadly shooting investigation in 
Montgomery County, Maryland involving 
the Sherriff’s Office and US Marshals. 
Authorities say they were trying to serve 
an arrest warrant, but a marshal was 
forced to shoot and kill the suspect. 

25.1 Elections 6:10:00 pm 07/22/22 2:00 DC News Now at Six Peter Franchot has bowed out of the 
Governor. As ballots continued to be 
counted – residents now wait to see who 
the Democratic nominee will be. Wes 
Moore leads the group. Tom Perez says 
he will not say anything until every ballot 
is counted. 

25.1 Crime 09:01:44 pm 07/27/22 120 seconds DC News Now at Nine Police investigate a possible shoot out 
that sent a pregnant woman to the 
hospital. Nearly 90 shell casings were 
found at the scene. Police are looking for 
several suspects. 

25.1 Community 06:54:00 pm 07/30/22 135 seconds DC News Now at Six The Citi Open is underway in Rockville, 
Maryland. This year has one of the 
strongest fields we have seen in the DMV 
area. 

25.1 Community 5:42:23 pm 08/03/22 55 seconds DC News Now at Five A Rockville, Maryland deli is set to shut 
down. Owners of the local shop say that 
are closing their doors because of the 
pandemic. 

25.1 Government (National) 8:07:31 am 08/05/22 60 seconds DC News Now at Eight The White House is ramping up its 
response calling “Monkeypox” a public 
health emergency in the United States. 
This allows the federal government to 
free up money and other resources to 
fight the virus. 
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25.1 Community 9:05:00 pm 08/11/22 150 seconds DC News Now at Nine The community is reflecting on the life of 
Battalion Chief Joshua Laird who died in 
the line of duty a year ago.

25.1 Crime 6:05:00 pm 08/12/22 40 seconds DC News Now at Six A dog that was stolen after a string of 
armed robberies in April was found dead 
months later, the owner confirmed
1-year-old French bulldog Bruno went 
missing alongside another dog in April 
after suspects shot two residents and 
stole two dogs off the streets of D.C. 
Bruno’s owner posted a tweet saying that 
he was found dead in Prince George’s 
County. 

25.1 Crime 9:05:00 pm 08/18/22 2:30 DC News Now at Nine Police George’s County police need your 
help. They are looking for the person 
responsible.

25.1 Community 9:08:00 pm 0818/22 1:45 DC News Now at Nine A boost for businesses as 18th street will 
shut down to car traffic to create 
pedestrian only zone. 

25.1 Business 5:10:00 pm 08/26/22 1:30 DC News Now at Five An iconic Georgetown restaurant has 
become the victim of several egging's 
recently and it is no Halloween prank! 
Customers are the ones getting hit and 
employees are eggs-pressing their 
frustration. 

25.1 Consumer 5:56:00 pm 08/26/22 2:19 DC News Now at Five Looking at some of the devices you can 
enjoy without them taking up too much 
space. 
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25.1 Community 5:05:16pm 09/02/22 120 seconds DC News Now at Five This weekend a lot of people are enjoying 
the long Labor Day weekend out on the 
water. But in DC, not in the water. 
At least the Potomac River that is because 
of a swimming ban in place 

25.1 Consumer Issues 5:08:23 pm 09/02/22 45 seconds DC New Now at Five If you are hitting the road for Labor Day 
weekend, you may encounter traffic, 
Triple A expects pre pandemic travel 
levels. On the upside, gas prices are 
coming down. There are several ways to 
cut costs at the pump. 

25.1 National 5:00:30 pm 09/09/22 120 seconds DC News Now at Five Queen Elizabeth the second dies. 
Mourners have gathered outside the 
British Embassy as they mourn the loss of 
the Queen. 

25.1 Consumer 6:51:02 pm 09/09/22 140 seconds DC News at Six Fans with tickets know the price of 
admission but they may be wondering 
how much they will have to shell out for 
concessions at the game. Our consumer 
reporter has been looking into how fans 
stretch their dollars. 

25.1 Government 7:01:00 am 09/16/22 90 seconds DC News Now at Seven DC Council will decide whether they will 
start pass DC Mayor Muriel Bowser’s 
emergency legislation to combat the 
migrant crisis happening

25.1 Community 7:15:00 am 09/16/22 180 seconds DC News Now at Seven Dulles Day Festival returns to the tarmac 
as people got a chance pull a airport. 

25.1 Crime / Law Enforcement 6:03:00 pm 09/19/22 90 seconds DC News Now at Six Gaithersburg Police have charged four 
minors and a 19-year-old in connection to 
a fight at a high football game. 
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25.1 Education / Government 06:15:00 pm 09/19/22 180 seconds DC News Now at Six School polices for 
transgender students could change across 
Virginia. Governor Glenn Youngkin leads 
an effort to overhaul state standards. 

25.1 Crime / Law Enforcement 6:03:00 pm 09/19/22 90 seconds DC News Now at Six Gaithersburg Police have charged four 
minors and a 19-year-old in connection to 
a fight at a high football game. 

The station also aired the following public service announcements during the instant quarter:

Type of Issue Duration 
(Seconds) 

Title or Narrative

Health/Healthcare :30 MatchingDonors has created this PSA 
campaign to help people realize that they, can 
save lives by being a living organ donor, to 
encourage them to register as an altruistic 
living organ donor, that they can help save the 
lives of people needing organ transplants by 
donating other things such as cars, boats, rvs, 
real estate, planes etc... Founded in 2003, 
MatchingDonors is a 501c3 nonprofit 
organization, and the nation’s largest living 
organ donor non-profit organization finding 
and registering living organ donors for people 
needing organ transplants in the United States.

Health/Healthcare :30 This PSA titled 'Get Treatment' from the 
National Center for PTSD, a division of the 
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, has been 
designed to help promote the importance of 
seeking PTSD treatment leading up to, during 
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and after PTSD Awareness Month in June 
2022. 

Community 1:00 The YMCA is so much more than gyms, pools, 
and programs. This "Find Your Y" campaign 
highlights the Y as the center of the 
community, a supportive place where people 
can connect with one another and find their 
true purpose: their "why"

Children/Youth :30 US Air Force, What Matters promotes family 
time is just as important as our jobs

Children/Youth :15 The spark of hope a wish inspires can change 
everything. With this hope, a child with a 
critical illness finds light in the darkness of 
their current circumstances. This campaign 
increases awareness of Make-A-Wish and the 
many children whose wishes need financial 
support

Health/Healthcare :30 Corks for a Cure is the annual fundraising 
event, raising awareness and funds for the 
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation. The heartfelt TV 
PSAs explore the life and survivorship journey 
of Pancreatic Cancer Collective clinical trial 
participant Bob Minetti and features a 
voiceover by Sharp.

Housing 01:00 Homes for Our Troops, promotes how the 
organization builds specially adapted homes 
for post-9/11 wounded/disabled veterans that 
allows them to focus on recovery and their 
family

Children/Youth 01:00 Starlight Children's Foundation introduces 
three courageous children, while each child's 
parent writes a heartfelt and emotional letter to 
their child who are impacted by illnesses.


